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Designing protocols to dynamically direct the self-assembly of colloidal particles has become an
important direction in soft matter physics because of the promising applications in fabrication of
dynamic responsive functional materials. Here using computer simulations, we found that in the
mixture of passive colloids and eccentric self-propelled active particles, when the eccentricity and
self-propulsion of active particles are high enough, the eccentric active particles can push passive
colloids to form a large dense dynamic cluster, and the system undergoes a novel dynamic demixing
transition. Our simulations show that the dynamic demixing occurs when the eccentric active
particles move much faster than the passive particles such that the dynamic trajectories of different
active particles can overlap with each other while passive particles are depleted from the dynamic
trajectories of active particles. Our results suggest that this is in analogy to the entropy driven
demixing in colloid-polymer mixtures, in which polymer random coils can overlap with each other
while deplete the colloids. More interestingly, we find that by fixing the passive colloid composition
at certain value, with increasing the density, the system undergoes an intriguing re-entrant mixing,
and the demixing only occurs within certain intermediate density range. This suggests a new
way of designing active matter to drive the self-assembly of passive colloids and fabricate dynamic
responsive materials.

INTRODUCTION

Active matter are the particles capable of converting
chemical and/or biological energies to drive their motion,
of which the study originates from the purpose of understanding the collective self-organization phenomena in
nature, like bird flocks, bacteria colonies, tissue repair,
and cell cytoskeleton [1]. In recent decades, thanks to
the breakthrough of particle synthesis, a number of artificial active self-propelled colloidal systems have been
realized in experiments [2–9], in which the dynamics and
interaction between particles can be better controlled to
understand the physics of the emergent phenomena in
active matter. Different from passive colloids undergoing Brownian motion due to random thermal fluctuations of the solvent, active self-propelled colloids experience an additional force due to internal energy conversion, which is random in long time with short time
memories [10]. Because of the special dynamics of active particles, they produced a number of interesting dynamic phenomena never observed in corresponding equilibrium passive matter systems, such as bacteria ratchet
motors [11], meso-scale turbulence [12], motility induced
phase separation [13–22] and mediating emergent long
range interactions [23, 24]. Although recently it has been
shown that active colloids can serve as an medium to tune
the effective interaction between passive particles [23, 24],
it requires the large diffusivity difference between the active and passive particles, and directing the collective assembly of passive particles using active particles remains
challenging, which limits the application of using active
particles in the fabrication of functional materials.
So far, most of the studies on the collective assembly
of active colloids have concentrated on the spherical or
rodlike active particles, of which the self-propulsion goes

through the mass center of the particle, and the dynamics
is well described by a persistent random walk [3]. However, due to the inhomogeneity of activity surface modification or shape anisotropicity of the particle [25–28] the
random self-propulsion on active particles can be eccentric, and it was found that the eccentric self-propulsion,
due to the shape anisotropy of active swimmers, can significantly change the dynamics of single active particle,
such as inducing the circular-like active motion [29] and
gravitaxis [30, 31]. Here we found that if one put these eccentric active particles into the suspension of passive colloids, the eccentric active particles can collectively push
the passive colloids together to form a dense large cluster, and the system demixes. More interestingly, we find
that with certain active-passive compositions, by increasing the density of the system, the active-passive mixture
undergoes an intriguing re-entrant mixing transition, and
the demixing only occurs within some intermediate density range. The re-entrant behaviour offers new possibilities of using active colloids to help the fabrication of
responsive functional materials.
MODEL

In experiments, eccentric active colloids are typically
anisotropic [29, 30], while one can make the particles
highly charged such that the interaction between them
does not affect the orientation [32]. Therefore, focusing
on the effect of eccentricity, we consider a 2D binary mixture of N = Np + Na colloidal hard spheres with Np and
Na the number of passive and active particles, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1a, the eccentric self-propelled
hard sphere is modelled as an eccentric active Brownian particle (EABP) with a spherical diameter σ, and
a constant self-propulsion acting on the colloidal surface,
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FIG. 1: Illustration of the binary passive-EABP mixture. (a) The schematic illustration of EABPs (blue) and passive particles
(red) in the system. (b,c) The radial distribution g(r) of EABPs and passive particles (mass center) with respect to the instant center of
circular trajectory of the reference EABP in the infinitely dilute limit for θ = 4.5◦ (b) and 30◦ (c) with f σ/kB T = 10 and 200.

which has an eccentric angle θ from the center of the particle. This eccentric self-propulsion induces a constant
torque Ωi on particle i given by
Ωi = fi · di × ui ,

(1)

where di is the vector connecting the mass center of the
particle and the location of the self-propulsion with fi
and ui the strength and orientation of the self-propulsion
on particle i, respectively. Here we use |di | = σ/2. For
passive particles, fi = 0. The strength of the active torque
is |Ωi | = fi |di | sin θ, and we define θ as the eccentricity of
the self-propulsion. In our 2D system, Ωi is a constant
vector always pointing towards the inside or outside of
the plane, and for the sake of simplicity we choose θ > 0
and Ωi points to the inside of the plane. Even though the
particles are driven and energy is continuously supplied
to the system, we assume the solvent to be at an equilibrium temperature T . The motion of particle i with
position ri and orientation ui is described via the overdamped Langevin equation given by
p
D0
[−∇i U (t) + fi · ui (t)] + 2D0 ξt (t), (2)
k T
B

D r Ωi p
u̇i (t) =
+ 2Dr ξr (t) × ui (t),
(3)
kB T
ṙi (t) =

where Dr is the rotational diffusion constant of the particle with kB the Boltzmann constant. According to the
Stoke-Einstein relationship [33], we assume Dr = 3D0 /σ 2
with D0 the short-time translational self-diffusion coefficient of the sphere. ξt (t) and ξr (t) are Gaussian thermal
noises with zero mean and unit variance. For a given
θ, without the thermal noises, the EABP performs circular motion with a radius R = |ṙ|/|u̇| = 2σ/(3 sin θ). Here R
reaches the minimal value of 2σ/3 at θ = π/2, and it is due
to the fact that the torque is induced by the eccentricity
of the self-propulsion, which is true for shape anisotropic
active swimmers in experiments. U is the total potential

energy of the system, which is the sum of all pairwise interactions U (rij ) given by the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen
(WCA) potential to mimic the colloidal hard-sphere interaction [34]
  

6
12 
σ
1
U (rij )  4 rσij
− rij + 4 (rij < 21/6 σ)
=
(4)

kB T
0
(rij > 21/6 σ)
where rij is the center to center distance between particle
i and j.
RESULTS

We first study the infinitely dilute mixture of passive
and EABPs with different f and θ, in which we simulate two particles and the system size is large enough to
exclude any effect of the periodic boundary condition.
In Fig. 1b,c, we plot the radial distribution functions
gA0 A(P ) (r) of the system, in which r is the distance between the instant center of the circular trajectory of an
reference EABP and the mass center of another EABP
(passive) particle. One can see that when the eccentricity
is small, i.e. θ = 4.5◦ , gA0 A (r) and gA0 P (r) are very similar to each other and do not change much with increasing
f , and both EABPs and passive particles can enter the
circular trajectories of other EABPs. With increasing
the eccentricity to θ = 30◦ , gA0 A (r) becomes larger than
gA0 P (r) at distance r < R + σ, and the difference becomes
more substantial with increasing f . This implies that
compared to EABPs, passive particles are more depleted
from the zone within the circular trajectories of other
EABPs, which effectively induces an “extra short range
repulsion” between EABPs and passive particles.
To further investigate the effect of eccentricity on the
collective assembly of the system, we simulate a binary
mixture of EABPs and passive particles with the overall density ρσ 2 = 0.891 and composition xp = Np /(Na +
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FIG. 2: Phase behavior of the 2D passive-EABP mixtures with various eccentricity. Typical snapshots (upper panels) and
the reduced probability distribution of local density P (ρa , ρp )/Pmax (lower panels) in the binary mixture of passive particles (red) and
EABPs (blue) at ρσ 2 = 0.891, xp = 0.4, and f σ/kB T = 200 with various eccentricity: (a) θ = 0 (R = +∞); (b) θ = 14.5◦ (R = 8/3σ); (c)
θ = 30◦ (R = 4/3σ); (d) θ = 90◦ (R = 2/3σ). Here ρa and ρp are the local density of EABPs and passive particles, respectively, with Pmax
the maximal probability in P (ρa , ρp ). Movies of the systems can be found in Supplementary S1. The arrows indicate the direction of
rotation of the passive particle cluster.

Np ) = 0.4, where the self-propulsion of EABPs is fixed at
f σ/kB T = 200, and eccentricity varies from θ = 0 to 90◦ .
As shown in Fig. 2a, when θ = 0, the system recovers the
conventional binary mixture of passive and active Brownian particles [35], and phase separates into a high density
liquid-like phase and a low density gas-like phase, whose
densities can be obtained from the location of two peaks
in the reduced probability distribution of local density in
the lower panel of Fig. 2a similar to Ref. [35, 36]. When
increasing the eccentricity to θ = 14.5◦ , the gas-liquid like
phase separation disappears, and the bimodal probability distribution of local density merges into a single peak
in Fig. 2b suggesting a homogeneous phase. Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 2c, with further increasing the
eccentricity to θ = 30◦ , a different bimodal probability
distribution of the local density appears, and the system forms a dense cluster of pure passive particles with
density ρp σ 2 ' 1.2 surrounded by a binary fluid mixture
with (ρa σ 2 , ρp σ 2 ) ' (0.6, 0.3). This implies the demixing of passive particles from the passive-EABP mixture.
Moreover, as the system is in 2D, the cluster of passive
particles formed in the system spontaneously rotates towards the opposite rotating direction of EABPs. By further increasing the eccentricity to θ = 90◦ , one can observe a more pronounced passive-EABP demixing in the
system, which almost completely phase separates into a
high density phase of passive particles and a low density
phase of EABPs.
By locating the peaks in the probability distribution
of local density, like in Fig. 2a,b, we construct the phase
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FIG. 3: Motility induced phase separation in
passive-EABPs mixtures. Phase diagrams of the 2D binary
mixture of passive and EABPs with f σ/kB T = 200 and weak
eccentricity θ in the ρa − ρp representation. The dashed lines are
the theoretical prediction in Eq. 6.

diagram for the motility induced gas-liquid like phase
separation in mixture of passive and EABPs with weak
eccentricity (symbols in Fig 3). One can see that when
θ is zero, the phase diagram features a gas-liquid like
phase separation of two phases with similar passive particle densities and different active particle densities. By
adding passive particles to the mixtures, the density difference between the co-existing phases becomes smaller,
and the co-existing phase envelope eventually closes at
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the high enough density of passive particles, which agrees
with Ref. [35]. With slightly increasing the eccentricity θ,
the binodal of non-equilibrium gas phase increases dramatically, and the gas-liquid like phase envelope becomes
smaller, which almost completely disappears at θ > 0.76◦ .
To understand the disappearance of the motility induced
gas-liquid like phase separation in the system, we build
up a phenomenological theory following the kinetic model
in Ref. [14, 35]. In 2D, we assume that the gas-liquid interface consists of close packed EABPs [35], and the orientation of an EABP ψ satisfies the Langevin equation:
dψ Dr Ω p
=
+ 2Dr ξr ,
(5)
dt kB T
by solving which we obtain the orientation correlation function hcos ∆ψ(t)i = cos(2πωt)e−Dr t with ∆ψ(t) =
ψ(t) − ψ(0) and ω = Dr Ω/2πkB T = f Dr σ sin θ/4πkB T .
When θ → 0, we have Dr  ω and hcos ∆ψ(t)i ' e−Dr t ,
in which the characteristic time for an active particle
on the gas-liquid interface escaping to the gas phase
is τout = 1/Dr . On the other hand, when the eccentric
torque on the active particle is very large, i.e. Dr  ω ,
the characteristic time for an active particle to escape
from the surface can be approximated as τout = 1/4ω,
which is the time that the orientation correlation function
first becomes zero. Therefore, generally, as the first approximation, we assume τout = 1/(Dr + 4ω), and the flux
of EABPs per unit length on the gas-liquid interface escaping from the liquid phase kout = κ/(στout ) with κ = 4.5
obtained from the fitting in Ref. [14]. Similarly, we also
obtain the flux of active particles per unit length on the
phase boundary entering the liquid phase as kin = ρag vp /π,
where ρag is the density of active particles in the nonequilibrium gas phase with velocity vp = f D0 /kB T . By
equating kout = kin , we obtain the binodal of the gas
phase
ρag =

πκ(Dr + 4ω)
,
vp σ

(6)

of which the dependence on θ is shown as the vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 3. One can see that by slightly
increasing θ, the binodal of gas phase increases significantly, which qualitatively agrees with the phase boundary obtained from simulations. Essentially, this implies
that the disappearance of the gas-liquid like motility induced phase separation in the passive-EABP mixture is
due to the decreased orientation relaxation time by the
active torque Ω, which is similar to the effect of increasing
Dr on the motility induced phase separation [37].
Additionally, as shown in Fig. 1c and d, with further increasing the eccentricity to 30◦ and 90◦ , the system undergoes a new dynamic demixing by forming a
large dense cluster of passive particles surrounded by
non-equilibrium binary fluids. By using the quaternionbased Rotational Brownian Dynamics algorithm [38],
we confirm that the demixing also occurs in the 3D

binary passive-EABP mixtures in Supplementary S2,
where the orientation of the active torque on each
EABP performs free Brownian rotation. To understand the essential physics driving this intriguing demixing in the passive-EABP mixture, we simulate the system with different combinations of f and θ at ρσ 2 =
0.891 and xp = 0.4. To identify the critical f and θ for
the demixing, we calculate
order paramPNa thea demixing
(ni − npi )/6Na + 2xp − 1]i +
eter hαi = A1a h(1 − xp )[ i=1
PNp p
a/p
1
a
is the
i=1 (ni − ni )/6Np − 2xp + 1]i, where ni
Ap hxp [
number of EABP/passive particle neighbours in the 6
nearest neighbours of particle i. Aa and Ap are the normalization factors, which are chosen such that hαi = 1
when EABPs and passive particles are fully demixed,
and hαi = 0 when the two types of particles are miscible. As a single large cluster forms when hαi ' 0.2, we
use hαi > 0.2 as the criteria of demixing, and the resulting phase boundary is plotted in Fig. 4a. We can see
that with increasing the strength of self-propulsion, the
critical eccentricity for driving the demixing decreases
significantly. When f σ/kB T ' 80, the critical eccentricity for demixing is around θ ' 90◦ , while θ drops to about
30◦ for f σ/kB T ' 200. In the binary mixture, there are
essentially two different dynamic time scales for the motion of passive particles and EABPs, respectively: (i)
τB = σ 2 /4D0 the average time for a passive particle diffusing for the distance of σ; (ii) τc = 4πσkB T /(3f D0 sin θ)
the period of circular motion of an EABP. We superpose
the ratio between these two dynamic time scales τc /τB
on the phase boundary in Fig. 4a. We can see that the
system demixes at small τc /τB , in which the EABPs perform circular-like motion much faster than the Brownian
diffusion of passive particles. As seen from our simulation
of dilute systems, when EABPs move much faster than
passive particles, passive particles are depleted from the
dynamic trajectories of EABPs, which effectively creates
a “repulsion” between the dynamic trajectories and passive particles. At the meanwhile, as EABPs are all moving on the same time scale, their dynamic trajectories
can overlap with each other such that the “repulsion”
between the dynamic trajectories of active particles is
weaker. This is similar to the system of colloid-polymer
mixtures, in which polymer random coils can to some extent overlap with each other but not with the colloidal
particles inducing an stronger repulsion between colloid
and polymer than that of polymer-polymer interaction.
When the density is high enough, the colloid-polymer
mixture demixes due to the entropy maximization of
the system [39], and in our non-equilibrium system of
passive-EABP mixtures, similar demixing also occurs.
To test the picture of entropy driven demixing, we assume the circular-like dynamic trajectory of an EABP as
a quasi-particle, namely A particle, whose center is the
instant center of the circular trajectory, and passive particles can be seen as another type of particles, namely P
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FIG. 4: Dynamic demixing in passive-EABP mixtures. (a) Phase diagram of the 2D binary passive-EABP mixtures in the f − θ
representation with ρσ 2 = 0.891 and xp = 0.4, where the black squares are the demixing phase boundary. The insets are typical snapshots
of the mixed and demixed systems, where red and blue spheres are passive and eccentric active particles, respectively. The background
represents the value of τc /τB according to the color bar on the right. (b,c) Typical snapshots of the binary system of A (blue) and P
(red) particles at ρσ 2 = 0.891 and xp = 0.4 (same as in Fig. 2d), and the pair interactions used are shown in the insets. Pair interactions
in (b) are obtained from simulations of infinitely dilute binary passive-EABP mixtures with f σ/kB T = 200 and θ = 90◦ , based on which
those in (c) are modified by including an excluded volume effect between the A-A interaction.

particles. From the simulation of infinitely dilute passiveEABP mixtures, we can extract the effective pair potentials among A and P particles, which are used as input
for equilibrium simulation of the system at high densities.
From the obtained pair potentials in the inset of Fig 4b,
one can see that the repulsion between A-A particles is
softer than that between A-P particles, which is similar
to the colloid-polymer mixtures [40]. However, as shown
in Fig. 4b, the equilibrium simulation at high density, i.e.
ρσ 2 = 0.891 and xp = 0.4, does not show a demixing seen
in the corresponding passive-EABP mixture in Fig 2d.
From the snapshot of the equilibrium simulation, we can
see that many A particles overlap with each other due to
the potential well between A-A particles at the short distance r . 0.5σ, and most of the blue spots are occupied by
at least 4 A particles in Fig. 4b. This is the artefact of the
effective pair potential, as in our simulation of passiveEABP mixtures, dynamic trajectories of two EABPs can
overlap and share the circular center with R = 2/3σ, while
because of the hard-core interaction between EABPs, it
is not possible to have more than 3 active particles sharing the same circular trajectory, and this number can increase at the larger R. Therefore, this suggests that there
should be a multi-body excluded volume term in the effective interaction among A-A particles. If we just add
an excluded volume effect at short distance, i.e. r . 0.5σ,
to the A-A interaction (Fig. 4c inset), the demixing between A and P particles occurs as shown in Fig. 4c. This
suggests that the multi-body excluded volume effect induced by the non-equilibrium dynamics is important for
the dynamic demixing of the system at high density, and

by including proper excluded volume effects between dynamic trajectories of EABPs, i.e. A particles, one can
indeed use effective interaction obtained from low density passive-EABP systems to qualitatively reproduce the
dynamic demixing at high density. It is worth noticing
that as shown in Fig. 4a, when f → ∞, the phase boundary is approaching certain threshold θ, e.g. about 30◦
in Fig. 4a, depending on the density and stoichiometry
of the system, and this can not be explained by using
the ratio between two dynamic time scales τc /τB , which
approaches zero at f → ∞. Therefore, the physics of this
threshold of θ at f → ∞ remains interesting for further
investigation.
Furthermore, we construct the demixing phase diagram for the binary mixture of passive particles and
EABPs of f σ/kB T = 200 with various eccentricity θ as
shown in Fig. 5a, in which we simulate the system of
N = Na + Np = 5, 000 ∼ 10, 000 particles to ensure the system size large enough to eliminate the finite size effect.
When θ & 14.5◦ , the dynamic demixing occurs in the system. One can see that with increasing the eccentricity
θ, the EABP rich phase boundary significantly moves to
the lower fraction of passive particles, while the composition in the passive particle rich phase once formed
is almost independent with eccentricity. We also varies
the passive particle composition xp in the system to ensure that similar to equilibrium demixing, the obtained
phase boundary is independent with xp and the lever
rule still holds. More interestingly, as shown in Fig. 5a,
the density of passive particles in the EABP rich phase
changes non-monotonically with increasing the density of
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FIG. 5: Dynamic demixing phase diagram. Phase diagram
of the 2D binary passive-EABP mixtures with f σ/kB T = 200 and
various eccentricity θ in the ρa − ρp representation, where xp is
fraction of passive particles in the simulated systems, and the
dashed line indicates the close packing obtained. (b-d): Typical
snapshots of the 2D binary mixture of passive particles and
EABPs with f σ/kB T = 200 and xp = 0.15 at different densities:
ρσ 2 = 0.38 (b), 0.76 (c), and 1.27 (d). Here the blue and red
spheres are EABPs and passive particles, respectively.

EABPs ρa , and develops a minima. Therefore, as shown
in Fig. 5b-d, by fixing the passive particle composition at
xp = 0.15 with θ = 90◦ , and increasing the density of the
binary mixture from ρσ 2 = 0.38 to 1.27, the system undergoes an interesting re-entrant mixing, which demixes
at the intermediate density, i.e. ρσ 2 = 0.76. This reentrant mixing at high density is due to the fact that
the system is too crowding such that EABPs can not
perform proper circular-like motion, and the dynamic entropy driven demixing picture breaks down.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, by performing computer simulations for
binary mixtures of passive and eccentric active particles,
we find that with increasing the eccentricity of the active particles, the gas-liquid like motility induced phase
separation disappears, and the system undergoes a new
dynamic demixing transition, in which active particles
push passive particles forming a large cluster. We argue that the new dynamic demixing is due to the interplay between two different dynamics in the binary mixture. The circular-like trajectories of fast moving eccen-

tric active particles, which can overlap with each other,
deplete the slow moving passive particles, and when the
density is high enough, to maximize the “entropy”, the
system demixes in analogy to the colloid-polymer mixtures [39, 41–43]. However, we find that the multi-body
excluded volume effect between dynamic trajectories of
active particles is very important, without which the
demixing can not be reproduced in equilibrium using the
obtained pair effective interaction. This makes the quantitative prediction on the dynamic demixing highly challenging and interesting for future study. Moreover, we
construct the phase diagram for the demixing of passive and eccentric active particles, and we find that the
composition on the phase boundary of active rich phase
changes non-monotonically with increasing the density of
the system, which induces an intriguing re-entrant mixing with increasing the density of the system at certain
fixed active-passive compositions. Here we focused on the
effect of eccentricity of active particles on the dynamic
assembly of the system, and neglected hydrodynamic effects that would be interesting for future experimental
and theoretical studies [44]. However, the results of this
work can be also realized experimentally in the system of
active granular matter, in which the hydrodynamic effect
is neglectable, and the eccentricity of active particles can
be better controlled [45, 46]. Therefore, our results open
up a new way in designing active particles to collectively
drive the assembly of passive matter [23, 33, 47, 48].
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